
GREENERY/PLANTS/GRASSES
IMPERATA C RED BARON #1, PANICUM V SHENANDOAH #3, ZEBRA GRASS
PANICUM V HEAVY METAL #3, BABY GEM BOXWOOD, GREEN VELVET BOXWOOD
MR. BOWLING BALL, ARBORVITAE, FERN-MATTEUCCIA STRUTHIOPTERIS #1
HOSTA BLUE MOUSE EARS #1, PATRIOT HOSTA, ELICTOTRICHON SEMPERVIRENS #3
EMERALD GREEN ARBORVITAE, TAXUS BUSH (PYRAMID), TAXUS BUSH SQUARE (TAXUS M DENSIFORMIS 15")
EUONYMUS FORTUNEI  (IVORY JADE), HEUCHERA FIRE CHIEF, HEUCHERA GRAPE EXPECTATIONS
CAREX EVERILLO, DIERVILLA S COOL SPLASH, EUPHORBIA BONFIRE
JKETELEERI UPRIGHT JUNIPER, GORDO BOXWOOD

FLOWERS (PERENNIALS)
RUDBECKIA AMERICAN GOLD RUSH #1, CORAL BELLS, PAEONIA DUCHESSE DE NEMOURS #2
HYDRANGEA LITTLE QUICK FIRE, HYDRANGEA PAN BOBO, HEUCHERA CARAMEL
KALIMERIS DAISY MAE, DIANTHUS PAINT THE TOWN MAGENTA, HEMEROCALLIS HAPPY RETURNS #1
HEMEROCALLIS STELLA D’ORO #1, LIRIOPE (DIFFERENT VARIETIES), SPILLED WINE WEIGELA
KNOCKOUT ROSES, SALVIA BLUE MARVEL #1, HYDRANGEAS
CONEFLOWERS, HELLEBORUS WEDDING PARTY MIX #1, HIBISCUS
ASTILBE RHEINLAND #1 ,CLEMATIS BLUE ANGEL #2, AMSONIA BLUE ICE
LAVANDULA MUNSTEAD #1, CORAL DRIFT ROSE, PHLOX SUB SNOWFLAKE #1

FLOWERS (ANNUALS)
PETUNIA, GERANIUM, MARIGOLD
ZINNIA, SNAPDRAGON, IMPATIENS
BEGONIAS, SUNFLOWER, PANSY

MULCH
CHAMPION SPECIAL, GARDENERS CHOICE, ULTRA BLACK, ULTRA BROWN, ULTRA RED, KIDS CARPET

TOPSOIL/OTHER
CHAMPION ORGANIC PROCESSED TOPSOIL, CHAMPION PROCESSED TOPSOIL, PINE STRAW BALE

GRAVEL & STONE
#2 LIMESTONE ROCK, #304 LIMESTONE CHIPS AND DUST, #4 LIMESTONE 1″-1 1/2″, #411 LIMESTONE CHIPS AND DUST, #57 LIMESTONE 3/4″, #9 SANDY GRAVEL
PEA GRAVEL #8, RIVER COBBLE 2″-8″, RIVER ROCK 1 1/2″ -3″ #4, SMALL RIVER GRAVEL 3/4″ #57, BASIC/FILL SAND, MASON/BRICK SAND
BLACK GRANITE (LARGE), BLACK GRANITE (SMALL), BOULDERS, CINNAMON LARGE, MERAMAC LARGE, MOJAVE BLEND
NORTH CAROLINA (LARGE), NORTH CAROLINA (SMALL), RED FLINT LARGE, BLACK LAVA ROCK, CHESTNUT, SLATE CHIPS
SOUTHERN SILICA JELLY BEAN (ALABAMA SUNSET), TENNESSEE RIVER FLATS 2-6”

TREES
MAPLE TREE (CRIMSON SUNSET), EASTERN REDBUD, NIOBE WEEPING WILLOW 
OAK TREE (QUERCUS NIGRA #3), FLOWERING DOGWOOD (CORNUS ALBA TOUCH OF ELEGANCE #3), OHIO BUCKEYE (AESCULUS GLABRA #15)
BIRCH (BETULA WHITESPIRE CLUMP 16'), SPRUCE (PICEA PUN MONTGOMERY #3), PINE (SCIADOPITYS VERT JOE KOZEY #6)
ASH (QUERCUS MUEHLENBERGII #7), CATALPA (CATALPA BIGNONIOIDES NANA STD #15), ELM (ULMUS X TRIUMPH)
BEECH (FAGUS GRANDIFOLIA #10), CHESTNUT (FRUIT-NUT-CHESTNUT-AMERICAN #3), HICKORY (CARYA LACINIOSA #5)
WALNUT (FRUIT-NUT-WALNUT-BLACK #3), BASSWOOD (TILIA AMERICANA #3), SYCAMORE (PLATANUS OCCIDENTALIS #3)
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PLANTS & MATERIALS

Most of our materials are generally sourced from the following suppliers: Champion, Green Velvet, and Siebenthaler.

Should you have any questions, please contact the business line at 937-238-7744 or email admin@dunhamslawncarellc.com.

Our landscaping quotes do not include a digital rendering, however, we are happy to make material recommendations based on your
project's needs or execute a digital rendering provided by another organization.

Any change orders requested on site should be limited and may be subject to an additional scheduled time for completion and further costs.

Acceptance or refusal of work performed must be determined upon completion of job. Once work is deemed satisfactory by the
customer, Dunham’s Lawn Care LLC is released from all liability.

This document is not meant to provide an exhaustive list of all plants and materials, but rather, plants and materials that Dunham's Lawn Care
commonly uses. For additional plants, please visit https://the-siebenthaler-company.myshopify.com/ for additional options. 

Your project results will vary depending on the condition of the yard, homeowner maintenance, and natural elements such as weather.

Leave Dunham’s Lawn Care a 5-star review on Google and you can receive a 10% discount off a future landscaping job!

Like and follow us on social media to stay connected. 

If materials are to be secured from a supplier that is not used by Dunham's Lawn Care, the customer may be responsible for obtaining
those materials and assumes all liability.

www.dunhamslawncarellc.com
admin@dunhamslawncarellc.com



GREENERY/PLANTS/GRASSES

PANICUM V SHENANDOAH #3
Green Summer leaves turn reddish
by July and deepen as the season

progresses. Combines well with tall
sedums, cone flowers, joe pye

weed, boltonia, and other
ornamental grasses. 3' - 4'.

IMPERATA C RED BARON #1
Warm-season grass with foliage
that emerges bright green with
wine-red stained tips. Prefers
moist, fertile soil and full sun.
Slow to establish. 12" - 18".

ZEBRA GRASS
Ornamental grass that matures 7'

tall and 3' - 5' feet wide. Prefers
full sun. Blooms in late Summer

and is silvery-white in color.
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GREENERY/PLANTS/GRASSES

PANICUM V HEAVY METAL #3
Stiffly upright metallic blue grass
with a very attractive form. The
color remains true through the
season until Fall when it turns a

bright yellow. 4' tall.

BABY GEM BOXWOOD
Prefers adaptable, well-drained

soil type and partial - full sunlight.
Is somewhat drought tolerant.

Mature height 3'-4'. Mature width
3'-4'. Fall color green.

GREEN VELVET BOXWOOD
Dense, rounded, evergreen

shrub. Foliage is finely textured
and glossy dark green. Naturally

slow growing and rounded in
shape, so little pruning is

required. Blooms in Spring with
inconspicuous flowers. Mature

height 3', mature width 3'. Prefers
full sun to shade and requires
well-drained soil with mulch to

protect surface roots.
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GREENERY/PLANTS/GRASSES

MR. BOWLING BALL
A unique, compact, perfectly

global arborvitae with dense, fine-
textured, soft, sage-green foliage

resembling a juniper or false
cypress. Requires little or no

shearing.

ARBORVITAE
Fast growing, cold hardy

Western Arborvitae. Excellent
Winter color. Deer resistant.
Tight pyramidal habit works
nicely in landscape designs,
especially for creating fast-
growing privacy screens.

FERN-MATTEUCCIA
STRUTHIOPTERIS #1

Tall fern with upright, triangular,
feather-like fronds. Vase-

shaped plant, best grown in a
shady location in a slightly acid,

high humus soil with good
moisture. 3' - 4'.
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GREENERY/PLANTS/GRASSES

HOSTA BLUE MOUSE EARS #1
Small, round, gray-green leaves
with thick substance. Lavender

flowers on short scapes in
midsummer. Small.

PATRIOT HOSTA
Heart-shaped leaves with dark

green centers and a large,
crisp, white edge. More sun
tolerant than most hostas.

Large. 22" by 30".

HELICTOTRICHON
SEMPERVIRENS #3

Flowers in early Summer, but
grown primarily for its blue

foliage. A cool season ornamental
grass suitable for a rock garden,
as an accent or specimen, or in

mass plantings. 2' - 2 1/2'.
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GREENERY/PLANTS/GRASSES

EMERALD GREEN ARBORVITAE
Narrowly pyramidal, dense,

evergreen shrub. Perfect as a green
screen or privacy hedge. Foliage is
bright, emerald green, holding its

color through Winter. Easy to grow
with a moderate growth rate.

Bright green pyramidal conifer is
highly versatile. Fine textured foliage

bears a soft, lush appearance and
reddish bark. Good for screen,

windbreak, or background. Tolerates
considerable shade. Mature height -
30". Mature width - 20". Prefers full

sun to part sun and well-drained soil.

TAXUS BUSH SQUARE
(TAXUS M DENSIFORMIS 15")

A compact moderate growing
evergreen with a rounded growth

habit reaching 4' tall and wide.
Foliage is a larger more scalloped

glossy green leaf that requires
minimal pruning. Perfect for

borders and hedging. 

TAXUS BUSH (PYRAMID)
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GREENERY/PLANTS/GRASSES

EUONYMUS FORTUNEI 
(IVORY JADE)

Very hardy and evergreen and year
round visible. Ideal as a compact

hedge or for mass planting.
Inconspicuous white flowers in
Spring. Tough, low growing, low

maintenance. Mature height - 1.5'
Mature width - 2'. Prefers full sun to
part shade. Is tolerant of most soils

except wet ones.

HEUCHERA FIRE CHIEF
A coral bell with wine red foliage
and very free flowering stems of

bicolor dark pink and white
flowers. Attractive to pollinators

and hummingbirds. Foliage height
9", flower height 18". Prefers part
sun and moist/well-drained soil.

HEUCHERA GRAPE
EXPECTATIONS

Silvery purple leaves highlighted by
dark purple veins. Produces

creamy white flowers on tall dark
purple stems in midsummer.

Prefers morning sun and
afternoon shade. 12" mature

height. Prefers full sun to part sun
and evenly-moist, well-drained soil.
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GREENERY/PLANTS/GRASSES

CAREX EVERILLO
Leaf blades emerge lime green,
then turn golden yellow. Color is
best in a location with morning

sun. In deep shade, color remains
chartreuse. Prefers moist, well-
drained soil. 12" mature height.

DIERVILLA S COOL SPLASH
A fast growing, very attractive shrub

with striking foliage of leaves with
green centers and white margins.
It's quite hardy with inconspicuous
yellow flowers. Mature height - 3'.
Mature width - 3'. Prefers full or
part sun and well-drained soil.

EUPHORBIA BONFIRE
Deep purple, red, and orange

leaves with a touch of chartreuse.
Sulphur yellow bracts in spring.

Forms a rounded mound. Foliage
remains reddish all season. 12" -
18" mature height. Prefers full or

part sun and well-drained soil.
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GREENERY/PLANTS/GRASSES

GORDO BOXWOOD
A compact moderate growing

evergreen with a rounded
growth habit reaching 4' tall and

wide. Foliage is a larger more
scalloped glossy green leaf that

requires minimal pruning.
Perfect for borders and hedging. 

JKETELEERI UPRIGHT JUNIPER
Vigorous, broadly pyramidal

evergreen perfect for privacy hedges,
windbreaks or screens. Foliage is
light olive green. Easy to grow and

fast. Can be lightly sheared.
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FLOWERS (PERENNIALS)

RUDBECKIA AMERICAN
GOLD RUSH #1

An improved form of the classic
Black-eyed Susan with a naturally
compact habit. Foliage is thinner

and hairy. 22" - 26"

PAEONIA DUCHESSE DE
NEMOURS #2

A fragrant white peony with
double flowers. Attractive, glossy
green foliage and strong stems.

34" tall.

CORAL BELLS
Bronzy-purple leaves forming a
mounded clump 10 - 14" tall.
Tiny sprays of creamy-white

flowers in late Spring, attracting
hummingbirds and butterflies.

Easy to grow. Prefers part shade
but can tolerate more sun than
most coral bells. Deer resistant.
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FLOWERS (PERENNIALS)

HYDRANGEA LITTLE
QUICK FIRE

Early Summer white flowers
become pink-red as they

mature; the flowers have some
fragrance. Compact size needs
little pruning except to remove
old flowers. Very easy to grow

HYDRANGEA PAN BOBO
Large white blooms cover the plant
throughout the Summer and strong
stems hold them up well. In Fall, the

flowers fade to pinkish. A dwarf
form. Mature height - 3'. Mature
width - 5'. Prefers full to part sun.

Tolerant to most soil types.

HEUCHERA CARAMEL
Caramel-gold foliage and small
creamy-white flower spikes. A
strong grower with good heat
tolerance. Best with morning

sun and afternoon shade. Grows
10"-15" tall and 12"-15" wide.
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FLOWERS (PERENNIALS)

KALIMERIS DAISY MAE
Single, one-inch, daisy-like

flowers on a compact plant.
Easy to grow. Heat, humidity.

and drought tolerant, attractive
to butterflies. Prefers well-
drained areas in full sun. 2'

DIANTHUS PAINT THE
TOWN MAGENTA

3/4-1" wide, single vibrant
magenta-pink flowers in early
Summer. Grows best in full

sun to light shade in well
drained soil. Deer resistant.

Attractive to butterflies. 

HEMEROCALLIS HAPPY
RETURNS #1

2 1/2" lemon yellow blooms in late
Spring and sporadically until frost.

Excellent for mass plantings or
mixed in the border. Should be
divided every two or three years
for maximum rebloom. 18" tall.
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FLOWERS (PERENNIALS)

HEMEROCALLIS STELLA
D’ORO #1

Bright golden yellow flowers
starting in late Spring, followed

by waves of bloom into early Fall.
For best rebloom, divide every

few years and nourish soil.
Attracts butterflies. 12" - 18".

Prefers full sun to part sun and
average, well-drained soil.

LIRIOPE (DIFFERENT VARIETIES)
Dark green, grass-like foliage with non-
spreading habit. Narrow spikes of lilac-
purple flowers in late Summer. Widely

used for for edging and accent. 
12" - 18" tall.

SPILLED WINE WEIGELA
Dark red, wavy leaves with pink-
magenta flowers that appear in
Spring with some reblooming

during the Summer. Low spreader.
Easy to grow. Mature height - 2'.
Mature width - 2'. Prefers full sun
and average, well-drained, very

adaptable soil.
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FLOWERS (PERENNIALS)

HYDRANGEAS
Upright, open, native deciduous

shrub. A more refined and
compact variety. Blooms in mid
summer with large, dense white

flowers that fade to pink. Foliage is
dark green changing to red bronze
in the Fall. Handsome exfoliating
cinnamon colored bark. Requires

some Winter protection and mulch
over roots. Easy to grow.

KNOCKOUT ROSES
The unique coral color is even

stronger in hot, humid climates.
It blooms from Spring through

Fall. Young foliage is bronze red.
Mature height - 4.5. Mature

width - 4.5. Prefers full sun and
well-drained soil.

SALVIA BLUE MARVEL #1
A compact selection with bright
violet blue flowers. Attractive to
butterflies and other pollinators.

10 - 12"
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FLOWERS (PERENNIALS)

CONEFLOWERS
Large, fragrant, magenta-purple
blossoms on compact 15"- 18"

plants. Part of the Butterfly Series.
Excellent for attracting butterflies,

pollinators, and songbirds.

HIBISCUS
Large, 8" white flowers with

medium pink edges and a dark
red eye. Late to emerge in Spring.

4' - 4 1/2'. Prefers full sun  and
evenly-moist, average, well-

drained soil.

HELLEBORUS WEDDING
PARTY MIX #1

Colors in the mix include black,
mauve purple, white, yellow,

and pink. Will tolerate morning
sun. 18 - 24". Prefers part sun

to shade and average, well-
drained soil. 
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FLOWERS (PERENNIALS)

ASTILBE RHEINLAND #1 
Bright, clear rose pink plumes.

Astilbes grow best in a cool,
humus-rich soil that does not dry
out in Summer. Attractive in mass

plantings. 24" tall. Prefers part
sun and evenly-moist, well-

drained, compost enriched soil.

CLEMATIS BLUE ANGEL #2
Pale lavender blue 4"-6" flowers with

crinkly edges. Very free flowering
and holds well as a cut flower.

Grows 8'-12'.

AMSONIA BLUE ICE
A long-blooming, compact

selection with lavender-blue star
shaped flowers in May and June.
Easy to grow, drought tolerant

once established. Brilliant yellow
Fall color. Deer resistant. 

12" - 15".
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FLOWERS (PERENNIALS)

LAVANDULA MUNSTEAD #1
Fragrant, bright lavender-blue

flowers above gray-green 12"-18"
foliage. Good drainage is

essential. Does best in full sun.
For best survival do not prune

lavender for the Winter. 

CORAL DRIFT ROSE
Bright coral-orange blooms cover
this small mounding shrub from

mid-spring to mid-fall. Fully Winter
hardy and disease resistant.

PHLOX SUB SNOWFLAKE #1
Masses of tiny white flowers on
low-growing, compact mats of

needle-like foliage. Prefers a gritty
soil in full sun. 2"- 6".
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FLOWERS (ANNUALS)

Prefers full sun to light shade and
well-drained, rich soil. Semi-hardy
to frost. Mature height 6" - 4' tall.

Blooms 2"-4" in various colors.

GERANIUM
Prefers full sun and well-drained,
fertile soil. Semi-frost hardy. 6" -

24" tall and up to 36" wide. 3" - 4"
blooms in various colors.

PETUNIA
Prefers full sun to part shade and
well-drained, fertile soil. Tender to
semi-frost hardy. Grows 6" - 3' tall. 

MARIGOLD
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FLOWERS (ANNUALS)

Prefers full sun to part shade and
well-drained, rich, moist soil.
Semi-hardy to frost. Mature
height 6" - 48" tall. Blooms in tall
flower spikes with 1"-2" blossoms
in various colors.

SNAPDRAGON
Prefers partial to full shade and
moist, well-drained, rich soil.
Sensitive to frost. Mature height
6" - 24" tall. Bloom size 1"-2" in
various colors.

IMPATIENS
Available in an array of forms and
vibrant hues, with sizes varying
from petite dwarfs to towering
stems. Prefers full sun to part
shade and well-drained soil.
Sensitive to frost and can reach a
mature height of 1' - 4' tall.

ZINNIA
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Prefers full sun and well-drained,
moist neutral soil. Semi-frost

hardy. Mature height 2' - 10' tall
and 4" - 20" orange, yellow, and

red blooms. 

SUNFLOWER
Prefers part shade and moist, rich
soil. Frost sensitive. Mature height

of 8" - 3' tall. Blooms in white,
yellow, orange, red, or pink. 

BEGONIAS
Prefers partial shade and rich,

moist, well-drained soil. Is frost-
hardy. Mature height 9" - 12" tall.

Blooms 1" - 4" bicolor or solid
blooms in various hues.

PANSY

FLOWERS (ANNUALS)
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CHAMPION SPECIAL – NATURAL
BROWN BARK MULCH NON DYED

GARDENERS CHOICE – NATURAL
HARDWOOD NON DYED

ULTRA BLACK – HARDWOOD
WITH BLACK DYE

ULTRA BROWN – HARDWOOD
WITH BROWN DYE

ULTRA RED – HARDWOOD
WITH RED DYE

KIDS CARPET – CERTIFIED
PLAYGROUND MULCH

MULCH
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TOPSOIL/OTHER

CHAMPION ORGANIC
PROCESSED TOPSOIL-ORGANIC

MATERIAL AND TOPSOIL
BLENDED

CHAMPION PROCESSED TOPSOIL-
LIGHT BROWN SCREENED

TOPSOIL

1’ X 1’ X 2′ PINE STRAW BALE
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GRAVEL & STONE

#2 LIMESTONE ROCK –
NO DUST

#304 LIMESTONE
CHIPS AND DUST

#4 LIMESTONE –
NO DUST 1″-1 1/2″

#411 LIMESTONE
CHIPS AND DUST

#57 LIMESTONE –
NO DUST 3/4″

#9 SANDY GRAVEL
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GRAVEL & STONE

PEA GRAVEL #8 RIVER COBBLE 2″-8″ RIVER ROCK 1 1/2″ -3″ #4

SMALL RIVER GRAVEL 3/4″ #57 BASIC/FILL SAND MASON/BRICK SAND
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GRAVEL & STONE

BLACK GRANITE (LARGE) BLACK GRANITE (SMALL) BOULDERS 

CINNAMON LARGE MERAMAC LARGE MOJAVE BLEND
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GRAVEL & STONE

NORTH CAROLINA (LARGE) NORTH CAROLINA (SMALL) RED FLINT LARGE

BLACK LAVA ROCK CHESTNUT SLATE CHIPS
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GRAVEL & STONE

SOUTHERN SILICA JELLY BEAN
(ALABAMA SUNSET)

TENNESSEE RIVER FLATS 2-6”
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TREES

MAPLE TREE 
(CRIMSON SUNSET)

Its foliage emerges deep purple,
fading to maroon and reddish
bronze in Fall. A compact and
upright oval form means little

trimming needed.

EASTERN REDBUD
Bears clusters of near-red buds
that open a brilliant, fuchsia pink
and clothe the bare branches in

Spring. Heart-shaped leaves soon
follow, maturing to blue green in

Summer and turning yellow in
Fall. An easy-care addition to the
landscape, lawns, shrub borders,

woodland margins, or along
patios. Attractive in naturalized

settings. Mature height - 25'.
Mature width - 25'. Prefers full
sun to part sun Soil and moist,

well-drained, fertile soil

NIOBE WEEPING WILLOW 
Large-growing shade tree. Upright
weeping branches start out a soft

golden color that deepens to
yellow bark during the Winter

months. Long narrow bright green
leaves will contrast to the golden

branching. Plant away from all
types of piping, foundations and

no less than 40 ft. away from septic
field lines. Mature height - 40'.

Mature width - 60'. Prefers full sun
and moist to wet soils.
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TREES

Oak is a conical to round-topped
tree with thick, leathery, leaves.
The shiny, dark-green leaves are

wedge-shaped and may have
lobes at the tips. Foliage becomes

yellow in Fall. Fast growing.
Attracts birds, butterflies, other

pollinators. Host for several
butterfly species. Mature height -

100'. Prefers part shade and
deep, moist soil. 

OAK TREE 
(QUERCUS NIGRA #3)

Light green and white leaves
cover this very compact

Dogwood. Small, creamy-white
flowers bloom in late Spring. Red

stems provide color in Winter.
Attracts birds.

FLOWERING DOGWOOD
(CORNUS ALBA TOUCH OF

ELEGANCE #3) Large growing tree. Good for
naturalizing in open sunny or

shady locations. Medium growth
rate. Attracts birds and

butterflies. Mature height - 40'
and mature width - 20'. Prefers
full to part sun and moist, well-

drained soil.  

OHIO BUCKEYE 
(AESCULUS GLABRA #15)
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TREES

Leaves are a glossy dark green,
turning yellow in the Fall. The

bark is a smooth, chalky white,
but does not exfoliate. It is fine

textured and distinctly pyramidal.
Will always require watering
during prolonged droughts.

Mature height - 35' and mature
width - 20'. Prefers full sun and

moist, well-drained soil. 

BIRCH (BETULA WHITESPIRE
CLUMP 16')

A slow growing spruce with silver
blue foliage. It starts out broadly

rounded but will eventually
develop a leader and mature into
a broad cone. Grows about 1"-6"
per year. Mature height - 6' and

mature width - 6'. Prefers full sun
and moist, well-drained soil. 

SPRUCE (PICEA PUN
MONTGOMERY #3)

At maturity, this slow-growing tree
becomes a large, spire-like pine.
Mature height - 40' and mature
width - 20'. Prefers full sun and
moist, acid, compost-rich soil.  

PINE (SCIADOPITYS VERT
JOE KOZEY #6)
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TREES

A deciduous tree in the white oak
group with a clean, straight trunk

and a narrow, rounded crown. The
bark is light ashy gray and broken

into thin, narrow flakes. Leaves are
yellowish green in summer, turning

yellow-brown or red in fall. The
acorns mature in a single season.

ASH (QUERCUS
MUEHLENBERGII #7)

Dwarf form that is grafted on
straight trunk to produce a globe

or mushroom shape. Fast growing
and tolerant of wide range of
conditions once established.

Mature height - 15' and mature
width - 10'. Prefers full sun and

moist, fertile, deep soil. 

CATALPA (CATALPA
BIGNONIOIDES NANA STD #15) Upright in shape with glossy

deep-green foliage. Notably
drought-tolerant cultivar, which
grows vigorously in almost all

soils except for those which are
excessively wet. 

ELM (ULMUS X TRIUMPH)
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TREES

Known for its spreading canopy and
distinctive smooth bark, American
beech is a slow-growing tree found

throughout the state. It is an
excellent wildlife tree. Beech nuts

are high in protein and fat and eaten
by many birds and mammals. This

native tree can adapt to soils of
variable pH and composition but

prefers rich, well-drained soils with
constant moisture. While American
beech is shade tolerant, it achieves

best growth in partial to full sunlight. 

BEECH 
(FAGUS GRANDIFOLIA #10)

Large, broad tree that produces an
edible chestnut. Large leaves turn
yellow and brown in autumn. Will
bear nuts in 3-5 years. Needs a

minimum of 2 trees for pollination,
planted no more than 200' apart.
Attracts birds and other wildlife.
Mature height - 80 ' and mature

width - 40'. Prefers full sun to part
shade and moist, well-drained soil. 

CHESTNUT (FRUIT-NUT-
CHESTNUT-AMERICAN #3)

A tall ornamental shade tree for
large properties. Slow growing but

potentially massive. Drooping lower
branches. Large yellow-green

leaves. Shaggy bark curling up at
the ends. Edible large nuts for

human and wildlife consumption.
Mature height - 80' and mature

width - 60'. Prefers full sun to part
sun and rich, well-drained soil. 

HICKORY 
(CARYA LACINIOSA #5)
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TREES

Forms a massive upright spreading
tree producing large hard-shelled
nuts in abundance. Good tree for

larger sites and open spaces
preferring deep well-drained soils
but adaptable to almost any site.
Note that roots of black walnut

contain jugalone and are toxic to
many plants. Mature height - 75'

and mature width - 60'.

WALNUT (FRUIT-NUT-
WALNUT-BLACK #3)

Stately and well-formed tree with
heart-shaped leaves and a clean,

straight trunk. Fragrant pale-yellow,
small flowers that appear in the

Summer. Mature height - 80' and
mature width - 60'. Prefers full sun

to part sun and average, moist,
well-drained soil. 

BASSWOOD (TILIA
AMERICANA #3)

Sycamores develop a massive
trunk with an open wide-spreading

crown and have leaves that can
grow to 9" in width. In Winter, the

Sycamore's characteristic large
patches of creamy white inner bark
are prominent, making it a Winter
landscape standout. Fast-growing

and long-lived tree of lowlands and
old fields. Mature height - 70' and
mature width - 65'. Prefers full sun

and a moist, rich soil. 

SYCAMORE (PLATANUS
OCCIDENTALIS #3)
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